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 June 8, 2022 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 
Maryland Arborist Association Accepting Applications for Service Day Projects 
 
The Maryland Arborist Association (MAA) is proud of its history in giving back to the Maryland 
community. For over 20 years, the members of the MAA have logged thousands of hours and donated 
hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth of man hours to volunteer for arboriculture service projects 
across the state. New this year, the MAA will now be accepting applications from organizations who are 
interested in being considered for their annual Arborist Day event.  
 
Each year the MAA chooses a new site to hold our annual Arborist Day event. This event is centered 
around volunteer work for a local Maryland community that could use the association's help. The 
purpose of this event is to provide tree care service to organizations that otherwise could not afford to 
do so, to preserve the landscape and protect the safety of visitors to the site. 
 
“Through the application process, we look forward to expanding our reach to various organizations 
around the state in need of service,” says MAA President Ron Muir. “The event is a great opportunity for 
our membership to gain exposure while benefiting the local community.” 
 
In order to be considered for this event, organizations must complete an application and agree to the 
MAA terms and conditions. Applications will be reviewed by the MAA’s Arborist Day Committee and site 
visits will be conducted to evaluate the need and feasibility for the event. Applications should be 
submitted by August 15, 2022.  
 
About the Maryland Arborist Association: The Maryland Arborist Association was informally established 
in the mid 1900’s by a group of professionals who appreciated the notion that they could learn from one 
another as professionals and that, as a group, they had more voice representing the industry before 
regulatory and legislative bodies. The MAA was formally incorporated in 1964 and has proven its value 
and worth to its hundreds of members since. Learn more by visiting www.mdarborist.com 
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